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Seminar Agenda 

This session will cover: 

 

 Challenges facing public fund managers 

 Typical cash management choices 

 FDIC-insured cash management  

options―the law in Virginia for  

investment of public funds 

 Examples of how public fund entities  

can use FDIC-insured deposit options 

 What you need to know  
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The Economic 

Landscape Today 



Public Funds Seeking Security 

As you know… 

 

 Governments typically entrust depositories with 

millions of dollars in checking accounts, savings 

accounts, and certificates of deposit.  

 The safety of public funds is paramount—so 

much so that public funds generally                    

are required to protect their deposits through 

insurance, collateralization, or other means.  
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Public Funds Facing Additional Challenges   

 Today, budgets are tighter and government  

entities are expected to do more with less.  

 Public funds have to manage intermittent  

cash flows. 

 Proposed changes to regulations applicable  

to the money market fund industry may  

require some funds to report daily changes  

in asset values, which may cause fluctuations  

that could complicate accounting.  
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Public Funds Facing Additional Challenges  

Investment guidelines and requirements: 

 

 Maximize investment returns while minimizing risk 

 Preserve adequate liquidity 

 Fully protect funds—most states require public fund deposits to be collateralized or 

fully insured 

 Keep funds local—government entities may be subject to statutes or may prefer to 

keep the full amount of their deposits in their own communities 

 

In Virginia, the list of legally permitted temporary investments for local governments tends to 

be fairly conservative.  
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Typical Cash Management Choices 



Typical Cash Management Choices 

Local governments in Virginia can temporarily deposit funds in time deposit accounts or 

certificates of deposit issued by a bank or trust company located and authorized to do 

business in Virginia. 
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• Funds are insured only up to $250,000 per insured capacity,  

per bank 

• Withdrawal limitations can restrict the availability of funds 

• Earn interest 
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Interest-Bearing Time Deposit Accounts; Traditional CDs 



Typical Cash Management Choices 
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Virginia LGIP 

 

• Pools are liquid (primarily short-term paper and cash) 
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• Lower yield 



Typical Cash Management Choices 

• Resources needed to track and mark to market changing 

collateral values on an ongoing basis 

• Risk potential due to changing value of pledged collateral 

• Reliance on issuer’s credit 

• May have to include a footnote on financial statements about 

collateral 

• Banks without collateral will not bid for public deposits, making  

it more difficult to keep funds local 

• Typically have a daily withdrawal limit 

• May earn interest (although the yield can be very low) 
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Collateralized Deposits – Repurchase Agreements  
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FDIC-Insured Cash                     

Management Options 



Public Deposits in Virginia 

Signed into law in March 2008, the Code of  

Virginia was amended to allow public agencies  

to invest their funds through banks or thrifts using  

insured reciprocal deposits. Investments must  

initially be made at or through a bank located in  

or authorized to do business in Virginia. 
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A Big Win for Public Entities and Virginia Banks 

What does the law in Virginia mean for public entities and banks who do business in 

Virginia? 

 

 Public funds can be placed through insured reciprocal deposit sweep services and 

deposited in term deposit accounts. 

 Public funds have access to FDIC insurance on large deposits through a single bank 

relationship. 

 Insured reciprocal deposit sweep and term deposits minimize the need for ongoing 

collateralization―a benefit for both banks and their public fund customers. 

 Besides providing access to multi-million-dollar FDIC insurance, reciprocal deposit 

sweep and term deposit services allow banks to repurpose collateral, thereby reducing 

collateral tracking burdens and associated costs (which may result in their willingness 

to bid higher rates). 
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FDIC-Insured Choices 
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• May provide access to multi-million-dollar FDIC insurance 

(limits vary widely by program) 

• Earn interest  

• Users can forego the hassles of requiring and monitoring 

collateralization on an ongoing basis 

• Provide some access to funds 
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Insured Deposit Sweep Services 

• May have some withdrawal limits (withdrawal limits vary by 

provider) 
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How One Insured Deposit Sweep Service Works  

Promontory’s ICS®, or Insured Cash Sweep®, service is an example of a reciprocal 

deposit sweep service that provides access to FDIC insurance.    
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* The ICS demand option, where funds are placed into demand deposit accounts, allows for unlimited program withdrawals. The ICS savings option, where funds are                         

placed into money market deposit accounts, allows up to 6 program withdrawals per month.  

An example: 



CDARS®, Certificate of Deposit Registry Service® 

FDIC-Insured Deposit Choices 
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• Provides access to multi-million-dollar FDIC insurance 

• Earns interest  

• Enables users to forego the hassles of requiring and monitoring 

collateralization on an ongoing basis 
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• Less liquid, although CDs can be laddered to create some 

  flexibility  

CDARS
®

, Certificate of Deposit Account Registry Service
® 
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How CDARS Works 

The depositor can receive coverage 

through many banks while working 

directly with just one institution. And, 

the depositor receives one easy-to-read 

statement summarizing all of the 

depositor’s CDARS holdings.  
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Depositor invests 
$5,000,000 through 
a Network member 

21 CDs under $250,000            
are issued by  

21 CDARS Network banks 

The standard FDIC insurance maximum is 

$250,000 per insured capacity, per bank.  

An example: 



How CDARS Works 

An example: 

The Bank of New York Mellon 

(Service Bureau) 

Issuance, Custody, 

Settlement, Recordkeeping 
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You sign an ICS Deposit Placement 
Agreement (ICS DPA) and a custodial 
agreement. 

You sign a CDARS Deposit Placement 
Agreement (CDARS DPA) and a custodial 
agreement. 

You identify an existing transaction account (or 

set up a new one) to be used with each ICS 

option. 

You deposit money with your bank. 

Funds are placed into deposit accounts at 

other ICS Network institutions using ICS in 

accordance with the ICS DPA.1 

Funds are placed using CDARS, and your CDs 
are issued by other CDARS Network 
institutions in accordance with the CDARS 
DPA. 

Using an online tool specially developed for 

ICS, you can see where your funds are at all 

times. 

You receive confirmation of your CDs from your 
bank. 

You receive a monthly statement from your 

bank for each ICS option detailing account 

activity. 

You receive a monthly statement from your 
bank detailing CDARS account activity. 

ICS and CDARS – Customer Experience 

 

Five Easy Steps 

 

1 Funds are placed into demand deposit accounts when using the ICS demand option or money market deposit accounts when using the ICS savings option. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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FDIC-Insured Choices – Example 1 

A county government has $15 million to invest. 

It needs to keep its investment secure and also 

to plan for intermittent cash flows.  

 

The public fund financial manager uses a 

competitive bidding process to obtain rates from 

several local banks. The bid is won by a local bank 

that offers ICS and CDARS. 
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FDIC-Insured Choices – Example 1 (cont’d) 

The bank places $12 million of the county’s funds using  

ICS to meet its safety and liquidity needs.   

 

And, it uses CDARS to ladder CD maturities 

for the remaining $3 million to match the county’s  

desire to earn CD-level interest (which often  

compares favorably to Treasuries) and investment  

mandate requiring FDIC insurance. 

 

In summary, the county accesses $15 million of FDIC  

insurance while working directly with one local bank. And  

the use of both ICS and CDARS helps it to meet its cash-flow  

needs while earning returns and supporting lending in the local community.   
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Protecting Public Funds 

Here are a few facts about how public funds are using ICS and CDARS: 
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As of 12/31/14 

2700+ 

36% 

$12 Billion in reciprocal deposits were placed by 

public fund customers. 

public fund customers across the nation used 

Promontory services to place reciprocal deposits. 

of all reciprocal deposits placed using  

Promontory’s services are placed by  

public organizations. 



Protecting Public Funds 
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Based on average principal balance of deposits placed through ICS and CDARS by public unit depositors in each state as of 12/31/14.  



Update Your Bid or RFP Requests 

To simplify your financing efforts,  

modify your RFP process to include  

language indicating that you will  

accept bids utilizing the new authority. 

 

 Add the new options to your RFP forms. 

 Over time, these options may increase  

the number and quality of bids received. 
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For example:  



To Learn More 

Name:  Dan Elder 

Title: Regional Director 

Phone: (866) 776-6426, ext. 3373 

Email: delder@promnetwork.com 
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Disclosures 

Use of the ICS and CDARS services is subject to the terms, conditions, and disclosures set forth in the 

applicable program agreements, including the applicable Deposit Placement Agreement. Limits apply, and 

customer eligibility criteria may apply. ICS program withdrawals are limited to six per month when using 

the ICS savings option. 

  

If a depositor is subject to restrictions with respect to the placement of funds in depository institutions, it is 

the responsibility of the depositor to determine whether the placement of the depositor’s funds through ICS 

or CDARS, or a particular ICS or CDARS transaction, satisfies those restrictions. 

 

When funds are exchanged on a dollar-for-dollar basis with other banks in the CDARS or ICS Network, a 

Network member can use the full amount of a deposit placed through CDARS or ICS for local lending, 

satisfying some depositors’ local investment goals or mandates. Alternatively, with a depositor’s consent to 

certain types of CDARS transactions, the member institution may choose to receive fee income instead of 

deposits from other members. Under these circumstances, deposited funds would not be available for 

local lending.  

 

CDARS, Certificate of Deposit Account Registry Service, ICS, and Insured Cash Sweep are registered 

service marks of Promontory Interfinancial Network, LLC. 
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